
[C] width - mm (in)

ROQPACK

2700 (106.3”)

1650 (65”)

1000 (39.4”)

570 (1254) 

270 - 450 (10.6” - 17.7”)

280 (11”) 

3

80 (2.83)

1200*

27-45

ROQBAG

220 (9”)

500

3x400 N + PE

1.5

B2240

7

250 (8.83)

1150 (45”)

1900 (75”)

3350 (132”)

600 (24”) x 400 (16”)

250 (10”) x 220 (9”)

370 (15”) * x 80 (3”)  x 500 (20”)

ROQSTACK

2670 (105”)

380 (15”)

585 (23”)

90 (198)

450x450 (17,7x17,7”)

400 (16”)

700

[C] width  - mm (in) 300 - 1200 (11.8” - 47.2”)

300 - 635 (11.8” - 25”)

150 - 450 (5.9” - 17.7”)

150 - 400 (5.9” - 15.7”)

6120 (241”)

1970 (77.6”)

1800 (70.9”)

910 (2002)

1.5

140 (4.94)

700

ROQFOLD F60

ROQLABEL A

710 (27.9”)

850 (33.5”)

840 (33.1”)

120 (4.7”)

www.roqinternational.com

S. Roque - Máquinas e Tecnologia Laser, SA  [Head O�ce] 
Rua das Ribes 400, 4765-774 Oliveira S. Mateus, Portugal
Tel: +351 252 980 500
info@roqinternational.com

S. Roque do Brasil - Ind. de Máquinas Têxteis, SA
Rua Raimundo Correia 200, Passo Manso 89031-300, 
Blumenau SC, Brasil  
Tel: +55 04730373205 
roqbrasil@roqinternational.com 

*

What shape suits best your facilities?

ROQFOLD coupled with ROQLABEL A, ROQPACK and ROQSTACK in

 T shape

ROQFOLD coupled with ROQPACK in 

L shape

ROQFOLD coupled with ROQBAG in

line shape

Solutions 

for

Folding, 
Packaging,
Bagging, 
Labeling 
and
Stacking

length  - mm (in)

height - mm (in)

machine weight  - kg (lb)

dimension of the piece for folding - mm (in) 

dimension of the folded piece - mm (in)

maximum consumption - (kVA)

compr. air consumption  - l/min (cfm)

maximum production - (pieces/h)

length

width 

length

width 

- power supply: 220V, 3x220V, 3x400V a 50Hz ou 60Hz

width - mm (in)

Maximum consumption (kVA)

Pieces dimensions - mm (in)

Bag dimensions - mm (in)

Maximum production (pieces/h)

Power supply ( VAC)   

Compressed air (bar)

Compressed air consumption - l/min (cfm)

height - mm (in)

length - mm (in)

Minimum width

Maximum: height x width x length

Maximum: length x width

Minimum: length x width

* With height of 30mm spoons.
B2240 is the standard model of ROQBAG. 
However, there are other versions with maximum and minimum widths of 160mm and 340mm respectively. 

width - mm (in)

length - mm (in)

height - mm (in)

machine weight - kg (lb)

dimension of the piece for packing  - mm (in)

maximum diameter of the roll - mm (in)

maximum consumption - (kVA)

compr. air consumption - l/min (cfm)

maximum production - (pieces/h)

- power supply: 220V, 3x220V, 3x400V a 50Hz ou 60Hz
* DIN A4 size

width - mm (in)

length  - mm (in)

height - mm (in)

width  - mm (in)

machine weight  - kg (lb)

maximum dim. of the folded piece - mm (in)

maximum height of the stack - mm (in)

maximum production - (pieces/h)

- power supply: 220V, 3x220V, 3x400V a 50Hz ou 60Hz

length  - mm (in)

height - mm (in)

width  - mm (in)

machine weight  - kg (lb)

maximum label width - mm (in)

maximum roll and coil roll diameter - mm (in) 

maximum production - (pieces/h)

- power supply: 220V, 3x220V, 3x400V a 50Hz ou 60Hz

*DETAILS OF ROQLABEL P&A AND ROQLABEL P&AR BY REQUEST

the same as roqfold

up to 80 (3.2”) and infinite length

Roll up to outside 300 (11.8”) and coil roll 76 (3”)
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ROQBAG

ROQLABEL P&A R ROQLABEL P&A

ROQLABEL A

LABELLING MACHINES 1 2 3

1

ROQFOLD

ROQSTACK

ROQPACK

3

2
1 or

ROQFOLD folds any kind 
and/or shape such as: T-shirts 
(with or without sleeves), sweat 
shirts, polos (long or short 
sleeve), trousers, skirts, dresses, 
etc. Ready to be coupled with 
ROQ’s automatic packaging 
line: ROQBAG or ROQPACK.
Only one operator needed in 
the loading station, with a 
processing speed of 700 
pieces/hour.
Quick, accurate, easy to use, 
economic, safe and e�cient.

The ROQSTACK works connected and 
sinchronized with the ROQFOLD. It stacks 
the folded pieces allong the 2300mm of its 
conveyor belt.
The operator runs the ROQSTACK from the 
control panel of the ROQFOLD and just 
needs to storage the stacks. If the conveyor 
belt is full the ROQFOLD will stop 
automatically.
This module will save you precious time and 
will make sure your work is presented in the 
right way. Always.

ROQPACK is designed to pack batches of di�erent 
types and formats at the same time. It has an 
automatic system for collecting, saving and storing 
waste and allows an unlimited packing length.
The package is done through a flawless plastic 
welding system.
It is ready to be coupled with ROQFOLD and 
ROQLABEL. Has a maximum processing speed of 
1200 pieces per hour. When coupled with 
ROQFOLD it makes an average of 700 pieces/hour.

ROQ has developed a highly productive, robust and 
reliable labeling machine that works in sync with 
ROQFOLD. This is ROQLABEL A, applies preprinted 
labels to the already folded garment.
For customers who need to apply and print labels 
according to their needs, we have developed 
ROQLABEL P&A and ROQLABEL P&AR. They are two 
machines that automatically print and apply labels to 
the packaging.
These machines work in sync with ROQ packaging 
machines, fully automatic, and without human 
intervention.
  

Prints label and applies it to the piece bottom 
Combines with ROQBAG and ROQPACK

Applies label during folding process. 
Aplyes pre-printed lables (does not 
print.

ROQLABELLING 
PRINT & APPLY LABELS

Prints label and applies it to the piece top 
Combines with ROQPACK

CHOOSE 
ROQPACK 

OR 
ROQBAG

TO INLINE WITH 
ROQFOLD

Position for 
labelling 
machine.
(optional)

Position for 
labelling 
machine.
(optional)

Position for 
labelling 
machine.
(optional)

SOLUTIONS FOR PACKAGING

up to 

500 
pieces/hour PREMADE BAGS

ROLL FILM BAGS

up to 

1200 
pieces/hour

up to 

700 
pieces/hour

up to 

700 
pieces/hour

*These photos are merely illustrative.

ROQBAG is prepared to bag 
automatically all type of textile 
pieces. 
It is one of the fastest bagging 
machines in the market, with a 
maximum production of 500 pieces 
per hour. It doesn’t need a dedicated 
operator and its software is intuitive.  
It will save you a huge amount of 
resource while outputting a top 
quality product.


